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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
No modern educator, however humanistically inclined he may 
be, would decry the acute limitations of scope that are made in 
the higher reaches of education. Professional competence today 
is contingent upon the broad inroads that have been made in al-
~ost everT field. It is not inconceivable for a man to so re-
strict his, e.g., engineering competence that his usefulness is 
impossible without a bevy of colleagues mutually complementing 
each other. And so the situation stands, to a greater or lesser 
degree, in every field of endeavor. ThiS, indeed, is the Age of 
Specialization. 
Given that rare individual, then, whose competence tS -- and 
is conceded to be multifold, difficulties in understanding the 
full gamut of his writings will arise proportional to the diver-
sity of the fields covered. Still, the specialist should, as a 
rule, have no trouble fathoming the specialized writings of the 
polymath. Such is not the case, however, where widely diversi-
fied fields are made to converge. Here the specialist can hope 
for a partial understanding at most. 
Ernst Cassirer is a polymath. To categorize his thought by 
1 
2 
designating the field of study in which his interest and ability 
lie appears a rather involved, it not a hopeless and impossible 
task. The wide variety and profound depth of his writings give 
~ause to the classifier. For here was a man equally at home in a 
~riad of the arts and sciences. Just to read through a bibliog-
raphy of his writings or to page through one of his books is to 
~e convinced of his scope; a specialist studying h1m sees the 
profundity. 
Those who knew him personally echo this appraisal, in praise 
that is almost embarassing in its superlatives and enthusiasm. 
"So great, moreover, was the scope of Cassirer'. mental gitts, so 
inexhaustible his energy, so f'aithtul his memory, so deep, swift, 
and versatile his power of comprehension, his mind so original 
and imaginative, that he was able to undertake a unique voyage a-
round the entire world of man and to" discover, on his journey, 
linnumerable treasures of human thought. "1 
Oassirer's students, too, were impressed by the depth and 
~ariety of his knowledge. "In the lecture hall we were particu-
~arly impresse4 by the profound and appropriate allusions made to 
~very field of knowledge •••• In short, we came to realize, all 
pf' us, that as a man ot learning and wisdom, a scholar, Ernst 
lDimitry Gawronsky. "Ernst Cassirer: His Life and His Work," 
~n ~ PhilOSO~¥ q! Ernst Cassirer, ad. Paul Arthur Schilpp ~Evanstont 194 t p. 35. 
.3 
Cassirer was unique. R2 At first dismayed, they were soon spurred 
pn to emulation. M[T)he kind of scholarship which was Ernst Cas-
~irerts became tor me something to strive tor, a goal which I 
~ght attain, but a goal which was truly clear, tor I had seen it 
~efined in the being of a living man.-' 
Further verification may be had from a specialist's perusal 
pf Cassirer's major writings. "Immense was the number ot books 
passirer had to study and familiarize himselt withR4 in order to 
write the four volume Proble~ 2! Knowledge. nAlmost the entire 
Plor Id 's literature on language and IQ'tha. almost all the;Halms 
of human soience had been closely explored by him"' in the three 
l1'olume Ph11ol012bz g! SVlbol1c Fom. n Almost incredible is the 
lVealth ot concrete tactsw6 in these volumes. And Cassirer showed 
Ion Freiheit l:m.4 lqrm ftthat his feeling for all torms ot poetry 
!'las just as deep and inciSive as his: understanding of science. n7 
" 
To all appearances, this breadth"and depth of Casslrer's 
~hought only rarely betuddles the speCialist; only at times does 
2Edward Case, nA Student's Nachrut," in The Phl1osoPBl of 
~rnst Cassirer, ed. Paul Arthur SchIlpp (Evanston, 1949), p. ,3. 
3rug,. 
4Gawronsky, p. 14. 
5~., p. 27. 
6Ibid • 
7 Ibid., p. 23. 
4 
Cassirerts wide knowledge cause the explicit intrusion of one 
field upon another. The apparent conclusion, then, is that any 
analysis of Cassirerts contributions to learning must be hetero-
geneous in scope and that the specialized scholar may employ 
freely and with no reservations the portions of Casairer's writ-
ings that deal with his field. 
And yet, Cassirer himself warns the reader to beware; there 
is unity in the seeming diversity. In his E8S~! 2a Man, he 
~tates:8 
A book concerned with psychological, ontological, epistemo-
logical questions, and containing chapters on Myth and Re-
ligion, Language and Art, on Science and History, is open to 
the objection that it is a mixtum com¥ositum of the most 
disparate and heterogeneous things. hope the reader after 
having read these pages will find the objection to be un-
founded. It was one of my principle aims to oonvince him 
that all the subjects dealt with in this book are, after all 
only one subject. 
Since Cassirer's enumeration in this,place exhausts the subjects 
he has discussed 1n other places, he is, reduotively, asserting 
that all his writings are on just one subject. 
This unity amid diversity arose from the historioal acoident 
of Cassirerfs intelleotual development. A German Jew, born in 
Berlin, he turned first to law at the insistence of his father. 
But before long he shifted hi. concentration to philosophy and 
~etters. history and art. Yet even in these he was discontented. 
"CRJe missed in them a certain degree of depth in understanding 
~rnst Cassirer, Aa Essay 2a M!a (Garden City, 1956), p. 12. 
r 
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and failed to find an::r solution of fundamental problems. n9 And 
thus he wandered about to different universities, from Berlin to 
Leipzig to Heidelberg and then back to Berlin, all the while in-
creasing the scope of his studies. lO 
Continuing his search tor the solutions to tundamental prob-
lems back at the University of Berlin, Cassirer chose a course 
which was to lessen his trustration and discontent and eventually 
bring him to the answers he sought. Impressed by a lecturer on 
Kant, he turned to the University of Marburg and the neo-Kantian-
ism of Hermann Cohen. But before going to Marburg, he studied 
the works of Kant and Cohen thoroughly, read those of Plato, Des-
cartes, and Leibnitz, and devoted a part ~r ~is time to mathemat-
ics. mechanics. and biology, -- hseienees which were indispensabl~ 
tor an understanding of Cohen·s interpretation of Kant. nll 
Kantianism and neo-Kantianism, however, did not in themselvel 
" ~old the answers Oassirer sought. But with an ever-deepening in-
~ight Cassirer was to see that his goal lay hidden along the path. 
pe had already traversed. He had merely lacked the key to dis-
covery; and that key was critical idealism as he understood it. 
At Marburg, Cassirer felt called upon to reject the one-sld-
edness of Kant and Cohen, their limiting the theory of knowledge 
9Gawronsy, p. 4. 
lOIb1d. t pp. 4-5. 
ll~., p. 6. 
6 
to reason alone. Cassirer desired to include such potencies as 
imagination, feeling, volition. But the insufficiencies of Kant-
ianism. coupled with his command of other branohes of learning, 
led him to seek his ultimate answers in a oomprehensive survey of 
all disciplines; what Kant had done with Newtonian physics, Cas-
sirer would do with all fields. Thus, every art and science be-
came for him in a real sense parts of philosophy; they assumed 
the role of supplying the raw materials out of Which he could 
~raw the answers he sought. 
The ultimate answers Caseirer sought as well as the perfect 
unity of thought he wished to achieve never reached com.plete ful-
ltillm.ent.12 And he himself admits "that the full determination 
of a concept is very rarely the work ot that thinker who first 
~ntroduced the concept. n13 Throughout his works, it was Cassi-
~er's practice to concentrate "his attention on a very limited 
" ~umber of major problems. treating them exhaustively, adducing a 
~reat wealth of linguistic, mythological, and psychological mate-
~ial to prove hie point.-14 Like his early education, his con-
120£. Robert S. Hartman, "Cassirer's Philosophy of Symbolic 
Forms," in The PhilOS09~ of Ernst Casairar, ad. Paul Arthur 
Schilpp (Evanston, rw , p: ~3~. 
l3Cassirer, !a Essay ~!!at p. 228. 
14Folke Leander, "Further Problems Suggested by the Philos-
ophy of Symbolic Forms,n in ~ PhilOSOR~ of Ernst Cassirer, ed. 
tpaul Arthur Schilpp (hiranston, 1949), p. 3r. 
r 
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tributions were haphazard, thouGh not aimless; and over and abov 
a partial systelu--well documented in spots--~e la£t "a key with 
which to OpHll the treasure house of oU.!' own culture."15 
Besides this inadequacy, moreover, the philosopher has a 
triple choice in systematizing pedagogically the philosophy of 
sym.bolic tfJrUls. CassiI'sr' s presentatlon--clear in detra.il and 
broad in scope--sutt'ars "becau.8o of' the three attempts he made to 
organize and systematize the whole. In the ~rkE!1lDtnis:eroblem, 
Cassirer takes the creating mind. as his matrix; in the Philos-
~ .2! ~mbolic Forms, it is the created form which is followed 
in its developmeD.t. 16 And when he was asked to trs.nslate the 
PhilosoR4l £! S~mbolic Form~ into English, Caasirar begged of'f 
and preferred to "make a fresh start and to write an entirely 
new book. tt1 'l the ESS8;t., 2B. ~. 
This confusion in Oassirerts mind as to the beet way to pre-
seLt his entire system as 71011 aa the. resul tine incomple'~e state 
of his thought is perhaps attributable to the fact that his basi 
insight was a growing one and not one completed in the first in-
stant of its conception. This explanation is borne out by the 
dispute as to the time Cassirer .first conceived the idea of a 
philosophy of symbolic forms. One explanation would have it tha 
15Hartman, p. 329. 
l6Ibid., p. 291. 
l7Cassirer, !a Essay ga ~, p. 12. 
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the idea flashed into his mind as he was boarding a street car 
and that "a few minutes later, \vhen he reached his home, the whol 
plau of his new voluminous work wa.s ready in his mind.1!18 But 
the presence of this insight in works written prior to the street 
car incident must be explained; it was no douhtthe all-pervasive 
applicability of 'the earlier insight that occurred to Cassirer on 
the street car.19 
It would seem 'best, then, to accept Cassirerts latest work, 
the I~s8al 2!!. Man, as the most defini ti va or his pre sen'l:iat lons • 
Though lt is sub-titled merely as an in'troduction and refeI:'red to 
as just a.n illustration,20 it seems clear that Cassirer was ulti-
mately attempting a cultural anthropology, the tt1L:tegra"cion of 
man's soul and culture. n21 
Here then--somehow or other through man himself-- 1s the uni 
ty in Oassirer's thought, the ultima.te reduction of all subjects 
to one. If, therefore, the classifier does not take cognizance 
of this unity that is at least latently present throughout Cas-
sirerts thought, he will err by oversimplification and try to 
squeeze Cassirer into some labeled pigeon-hole; Cassirer, on the 
18 Gawronsky, p. 25. 
19Charles W. Hendel,"Preface and Introduction," in Ernst Cas~ 
sirer, ~ Philoaop& .2! Szmboliq ~or~, I (liew Haven, 1953), 47-
48. 
20Cassirer, !!! Ess!I 2!! !.t!!!, p. 13. 
21Hartman, p. 333. 
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must be considered ~ generia. iUld the specialist, 
ona or anoi;her of GaBsirer t S apecie.lized writings, will 
unless he t!:l.kes note of the hidden prejudice 1eriving 
the concealed intrusion of one i'ield upon another. 
W"'...lat first must be done is to wlderstand Cassirertg system 
whole a:n(l to evaluate the conclusions he derives fl.">o£Jl the 
store of .Iil.<:l t"ter 8,rl<1uce,l. Only through suoh. a prior investi-
ation of his writin6s can the full scope of Ca.sairerts contribu-
ion to philoso,pby as well as to the specialized disciplines be 
roperly, accura.tely, and fruitfully appreciated. 
Such is l1o·t the purpose of this thesis; indeed, even experts 
the various fields ca.n con'tribute only a partial explica.tion 
. nd evalu8.tion. A total pictll.re would require the combined ef-
"'orts of ID.flllY scholars. This thesis is, rather, a prolegomenon 
cOl'llplete picture .. a s'l;udy or Ca~Birer t s philosophic method. 
" 
A sketch ot the ~sS!y ~ll ~--with data drawn in from the 
ther works when it is essential or at least helpful-will reveal 
aims and procedures ill their final published formula.-
Why man ~ld cultux~e occupy the central place in Cassirer's 
hilosopny, why Cassirer selected the particular approaoh he did 
d wr.lS.t that approach is, what his basic notions are and how he 
them, as well as an indication of the final unity--hoped 
not fully achieved--are all contained in this slim volume 
last work published before Cassirer's dee.th on April 13, 1945 
Such a study of Cassirar from the viewpoint of methodology 
10 
has relevance for philosophy. Cassirer's educational background 
alone indicates that his orientation is Kantian with genetic 
'variation; and 'the terms 30 basic in Cassirer--"symbol" and 
".f,'orIlltt--are reminiscent of the Oritigues. But careful students 
of CasEireI' will not mes the tact that Caasirar' s "alleged sup-
plementation [of KBr"t; l'eG.uires a fresh ground-plan and, in fact 
a different building. n2l 
Cussirer did not merely write companion-pieces to the Kantian 
Critigu~§. In s'pit~ o£ Cassirer's intended adherence to Kant, 
his objectiyes--e,nd resultingly, his aChievements--are not Kant's 
Objectives, moreover, and the modes 0'1 their :tmplementation, are 
part of method.. An analysis, then., of Cassirer qua talis--
though ~Ca,at m.ust enter neoe3sarily into the discussion of any 
neo-Kan~iau--must be had over and above the extent analyses ot 
Kantian and .lleo-ltalltian method.ology. 
--------
21Helmut Kuhn, "Ernst Cassirerts Philosophy ot Culture " in 
The PhilosophY of Ernst Cass1rer. ed. Paul Arthur Sehilpp (Evans-
ton, 1949'. p. ;49. 
CHAPTER II 
Cassirer's humanism, his concern with man himself, m~ at 
~irst sight seem to be a mere segment of his philosophy, just as 
~peculative psychology is treated--pedogogically, at least--as 
one branch of special metaphysics. His earlier works, especially. 
~uch as Substanc! and Functioij. contain little explicit reference 
~o anything but the experimental science then being discussed, be 
~t physics, mathematics, biology, etc. As indicated above, how-
~ver, the complete inSight and final formulation of his thought 
~evealed itself to Cassirer's mind only gradually,l and not until 
~is statement that all the subjects he has treated are really one 
~ubject, "common roads leading to a eQmmon centerH2 and that it 
, 
S "for a philosophy 2! culture to find out and to determine this 
enter"? does the over-all organization ot his thought on the 
basis ot cultural anthropology become explicit. 
Accepting Cassirer's claim, then, that anthropology is his 
...... 
lpp. ?-8. 
2Cassirer, Ess!l ~ ~, pp. 12-13. 
3Ibiq., p. 13. 
11 
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philosophy and not just a part of it. a re-reading of Cassirer's 
earlier works does reveal man as the focus of all his studies. 
"It permeates his thought in his historical studies and also in 
his theoretical and systematic works. • • • Even his most tech-
nical contributions to linguistics and to epistemological and 
mathematical theory reveal his pervasive humanistic concern. u4 
Why is man Cassirer's prime concern? Perhaps the solution 
to fundamental problems that he sought throughout his early 
training was precisely man. Perhaps all his life he had been 
seeking to understand himself and had been following devious 
paths in doing so until the goal became clear. This can only be 
conjecture; such personal notes do not occur in Cassirer's writ-
ings. And they are only hinted at by his biOgrapher. 5 
Another possible reason for Cassirer's final anthropologica 
orientation might be the intellectual atmosphere of the times. 
" 
"At the turn of nineteenth to the twentieth century, German phi-
losophy sought to put a check on the hegemony ot the natural 
sciences by working out a system of Geisteswissenschaft. H6 This 
too, however t is a reason never adduced by Cassirer. 
What Cassirer does say is that his own preoccupation with 
4James Gutmann, "Cassirer's Humanism," in The Philosop~ot 
Ernst Cassirer, ed. Paul Arthur Schilpp (EvanstOn'; 1949) p. .,.. 
5Cf • Gawronsky, pp. 4-6. 
6Xuhnt p. 549. 
13 
man is echoed in the whole gamut of philosophical experience. 
For amid. a diverse mass of conflicting tenets, the imperative 
"Know thyself:" was the element common to all systems of thought. 
Although mode of prooedure and final conclusions varied, man re-
mained always the highest aim of philosophical inquiry. "In all 
the conflicts between the diffe~ent schools this objective re-
mained invariable and unshaken: it proved to be the Archimedean 
point, the fixed and immovable center of all thought."? 
In proof of this, Oassirer sketches the history of philos-
ophy in its attempts to determine the nature of man. Pl~sumably. 
since it is his own wish to offer a new definition of man, 0&8-
sirer should show how these attempts fa11ed. Oddly enough, he 
does not. His only overt purpose seems to be--besides proving 
that man has always been concerned about man--to show that each 
theory was found wanting by a new t~eorist. But Cassirer seems 
, 
to show--at times explicitely--a sympathy with each theory in so 
far as it is a step torward.8 Each advance clarifies, as it 
?Oaasirer, Essal 2a !!n. p. 15. 
8Cassirer was fond of using a historical presentation as a 
demonstration of his own ideas; more often than not, he consider 
ed it adequate to show the gradual unfolding of one system of 
thought into another, all of them leading up to his own (Cf. 
Hartman, pp. 291-292.). This procedure makes it difficult to 
separate what Cassirer taught from how he taught it (Cf. walter 
M. Somitz, "Oassirer on Galileo: An Example of Oassirer's Way of 
Thought," in The Philosop4y of Ernst Casairer, ed. Paul Arthur 
Schilpp (Evanston, 1949), p.-'5b; and garry Slochower, "Ernst 
Cassirer's Functional Approach to Art and Literature," in The 
Philosoph: of Ernst Oassirer, ed. Paul Arthur Schilpp (Evanston, 
1949', p. 6;4.). 
r 
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were, the mode of procedure that will be most advantageous for 
Cassirer. 
Cassirer differentiates four major attempts to establish a 
theoretical anthropology, viz., the Stoic, the Christian, the 
mathematical, and the biological. The Stoic finds its earliest 
enuntiation in Socrates, who, according to Cassirer, was the firs~ 
to pose the "question which seems henceforth to absorb mants 
whole theoretical interest,"9 What is man? Previously, it is 
true, there was always "a primitive anthropolo81 side by side 
~ith a primitive cosmology.nlO But the cosmology was the dominan 
science. "In its earliest stages Greek philosophy seems exclu-
sively concerned with the physical universe. nIl And what there 
was to a seience of man was more or less cosmological in nature. 
Man was just another part of the physical universe to be studied 
in the strictly behavioristio approach to 8oienoe. 
" Socrates' step forward was to transform philosophy from an 
intellectual monologue into a dialogue. To learn the nature of 
man it is insufficient and inadequate to confront him by empiri-
~al observation, to describe him as a physical thing in terms of 
~is objeotive properties. "(MJan may be described and defined 
9Cassirer, ESB!;! .2!!:M!!!, p. 19. 
lOIbi,d., p. 17. 
ll~., p. 18. 
15 
only in terms of his consciousness. n12 Man must constantly searc 
for himself by cooperating with others in mutual interrogation anc 
reply. Thus, Socrates defined man "as that being who. when asked 
a rational question. CaD- give ~ rational answer. nl3 And this was 
the foundation not only of knowledge but of morality. Because he 
can give a response to himself and to others, "man becomes a 
'responsible' being, a moral subject. h14 
This rationalistic approach to anthropology. according to 
Cassirer, reaches its culmination in Stoicism. Like Socrates, 
the Emperor Marcus Aurelius was convinced that "to find the true 
nature or essence of man we must first remove trom his being all 
external and incidental traits."15 By seeing riches, rank, 
social distinction. even health or intellectual gifts as indiffer 
ent. by acknowledging the unalterable and imperturbable rule of 
reason. man will live in harmony with hiuel! and with the uni-
verse. He will realize that what mat~ers is the inner attitude 
of the soul, which cannot be disturbed from without. And this 
conception of himself "gives to man both a feeling of his harmony 
~ith nature and of his moral independence of nature. n16 
12 !12.!s!. t p. 20. 
l3Ibid • t p. 21. 
l4Ib1d • 
l5Ibid • , p. 22. 
l6Ibid •• p. 24. 
r 
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Cassirer seemingly accepts the new approach but not its im-
plementation; for the subsequent theory of man rejects an absolut 
independence for man based on reason but allows that man is to be 
defined from within. With the advent of Christianity, Cassirer 
states, reason became man's fundamental vice and error, "one of 
the most questionable and ambiguous things in the world.«l? Ac-
cording to Augustine, reason, perverted by the fall of Adam, can-
not find its way baok to its former pure essence withou·t the su-
pernatural aid of divine grace. Aquinas accorded reason a much 
higher power, but a power that reason is lmable to use "unless it 
is guided and illuminated by the grace of God. nlS 
This theological view of man "found its last and perhaps mos 
impressive expressionft19 in Pascal. Man, according to Pascal, 
~s no nature; he is a contradiction, Ita strange mixture of being 
~nd non-being,. 1t 20 The rectitude ot his reason and will forfeited 
. , 
rt>y the fall, man "has to silence himself in order to hear a 
~igher and truer voiee,.n2l But religion can otter no solution to 
the problem ot man. Religion is dark and incomprehensible. Con-
sidering religion's true aim and purpose, its highest praise is 
l?lbid. t p. 25. 
18Ibid• , p. 26. 
19Ibid • 






Religion caru!ot be clear and rational. What it relates is 
an obscure and somber story: the story of the sin and the 
fall of man. It reveals a fact of which no rational expla-
nation is possible. We cannot account for the sin of man; 
for it is not produced or necessitated by any natural cause. 
Nor can we account for man's salvation; for this salvation 
depends on an inscrutable act of divine grace. It is freely 
given and freely denied; there is no human action and no 
human merit that can deserve it. Religion, therefore, .never 
pretends to clarify the mystery of man. 
~~t then, remains a ~omo absconditus. 
Cassirer has but one conclusion to draw from all this: with 
lascal we are no nearer to determining the nature of man. tfWhat 
~e learn from Pascalts example is that at the beg1ning of modern 
1imes the old problem was still felt in its full strength."2~ 
l~t Cassirer deigns to make no comment as to the values of either 
c~ these early anthropologies. To him there was no need. The 
I~ason: there was no crisis in man's knowledge of himself. To be 
sture, no age in history found perfectacoord a..1llong its thinkers 
.. 
. ' 
c~ the question of man. "But there remained at least a general 
c~ientation. a frame of reference. to which all individual dif-
ferences might be re!erred. n24 As long as there was an estab-
lished authority that served as an intellectual center tor all 
tnought, the problem of man could reach a satisfactory, though 
22~., pp. 28-29. 
23IQ.!!!., p. 29. 
24!l2!a., p. 39. 
18 
not necessarily a valid, solution in at least its general ramifi-
cations. 
In its day, the metaph,ysics of the Stoic was so ntrong that 
it "assumed the guidance .for thought on the problem of' man and 
determined the line of investigation_ n25 When metaphysics was 
no longer capable of such direction, theology was already estab-
lished as a new fra.me of reference. And theology was to be suc-
ceeded by mathematics and mathematics by biology_ 
This type of argumentation illustrates Cassirer's historical 
ap~roach to problems26 as well as his peculiar orientation as to 
the problem of man. The real meaning and impol.'t of anthropology t 
he claims, lies in the clash of the deepest human passions and 
emotions. "It is not concerned with a single theoretica~ problem 
however gene1'al its scope; here the whole destiny of man is at 
sta.ke and is clamoring for an ultimate decision ... 27 
, 
Historically, then, theorists almost up to the present day 
~ere never, according to Cassirer, dissatisfied completely with 
the explanations of man that they had. Pragmatically, at least, 
in a field where emotion predominates over concepts, satisfaction 
is apparently more important than truth. The ~ that theology 
~eplaced metaphysics as the fra~e of reference for any definition 
25rbid • 
260£. sUEra, p. 13, footnote. 
270assirer, Essay 2a ~, p. 25. 
19 
of man is to be noted; precisely ~ is not important for Cassire~. 
But that one system should supersede another indicates that the 
new one is aware of considerations that the earlier ignored. In 
the case of Socrates advancing from the cosmological approach of 
his predecessors, the new consideration was introspection through 
reason. And the theologians said that reason does not take into 
consideration the partial irrationality of man. 
The theological definition of homo aqscondit~s did not pleasi 
the ensuing age. Now a new instrument of thought transforms the 
question and raises it to a higher level. The modern scientific 
spirit, achieving so much success in other fields, enters the 
anthropological lists and insists upon a "theory of man based on 
empirical observations and on general logical principles_,,28 
~enceforth the definition of man could be grounded on empirically 
verifiable data. 
1ms new approach, according to 9assirer, removed the arti-
~icial barriers that separated the human world from the rest of 
p.ature. As a consequence, man is no longer the center and end of 
tthe universe. "Man is placed in an infinite space in which his 
~eing seems to be a single and vanishing point. He is surrounded 
~y a mute universe, by a. world that is silent to his religious 
~eelin,:;s and to his deepest moral demands. ,,29 To understand man, 
28~., p. 29. 
29Ibid ., p. 30. 
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hen, we must first study the cosmic order. 
Modern philosophy and science were here faced with a chal-
enge. They must show "that the new cosmology" t far frem en.fee-
ling or obstructing the power of human reason, establishes and 
onfirms this power. a30 Alld Giordano ~runo was the one to sound 
he keynote to -'ehe solution. Infinity, in his philosophy, receive~ 
new meaning. No longer was it the boundless, the formless, the 
ndetermlnate, the negative ~rrE.< f"v of the Greeks t inaccessible to 
~uman reason which knows nothing but torms. Applied to reality, 
t now means immeasurable and inexhaustible abundance; applied to 
~he human intellect, it signifies unrestricted power. And the 
~uman intellect breaks through the narrow walls of finitude and 
~ecomes aware of itself by measuring its infinite power against 
he infinite universe. An infinite universe is precisely "the 
~reat incentive to human reason."3l 
B>.lt Bruno the poet could go no fu.rther.. It required" tile 
~cientist Galileo to make the assertion that "in the field of 
pathematics man reaches the climax of all possible knowledge. n32 
~ere man can rival the divine intellect, thOugh not in scope t at 
~east in objective certainty. Then Descartes, seeking mathemat-
~cal certitude, enclosed man by his universal doubt within the 
30Ibid. 
-31~., pp. 32-33. 
32~., p. 33. 
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~imits of consciousness. only to break forth by means of the in-
frini te to the reality of God and of the rna tel.~ial world. Next 
iLeibnitz rendered the physical world intelligible with his inf1n-
itesmal ca.lculu.s. snowing -that the laws ot nature are flno'thin~ 
but speoial cases of the general laws of reason. n33 Finally, 
Bpinoza contributed a mathematical explana.tion of the moral spherE. 
constructing a new staias ~ seome'trico d,emonstrata. 
Thus, mathematics was the general theme which permeated the 
philosophy of the sixteenth century. "Mathematical reason is the 
bond between man and the universe; it permits us to pass freely 
from the one to the other. Mathematical reason is the key to a 
true understanding of the cosmic and the moral order. tt34 And so 
mathematics was the fO'l,mdation of their anthropology. 
But it was not long before Denis Diderot sounded the death 
~ell of a mathematical theory of ma~. Erroneously he felt that 
Ptathematics eould proceed no further, "for we must add the names 
pf Gauss. Riemann, Weierstrauss t and Poincar4 to the 18th century. 
~alaxy of mathematicians. But quite correctly he saw a new form 
pf science in the offing, Us. science of a more concrete character 
pased rather on the observation of facts than on the asswnption 
bf general principles_ n35 
33Th1d • 
-
34Ibid • ') p. 34. 
35~.t p. 35. 
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And so it was that biological thought took precedence OVOI' 
nathematical thought with the publioation o:f Darwin.' s Ol.~igin .2!. 
~ Species. No longer would we seek to give a gene=:-al detinitioI 
Dr the essence or the nature of rna,n. Henceforth we would be fae-
r.iual. "Our proqlem is simply 1;0 collect the empirica.l evidence 
IThich the general theory of evolution has put at our disposal in 
rich and abltri.dant measure. ,,36 
Here aaf3fl~rer finds th.e begining of a final answer to the 
}roblsJ!l. of man. "Henceforth the true character of anthropologioal 
::>hilosophy a.ppe:ars to be fixed once and for all ... 37 Darwin, by 
.l.emons'trating the success of empirical obseT'V';!1tion and by amas8in~ 
flIDpirical evidepce. had set the stage for this new approach. It 
~as to be hoped that now philosophers would take empirics.l data, 
nd. by "a really SCientific insight, •• 38 cla.ssify and systematize 
t. In other words, "an empirical countin~ of t~e different im-
~111ses we find :in human 1l8.ture tJ39 is:l\ot sufficient; we must dis-
.over the structure i..ihat binds thel'i tOGether. "In the complicated 
I 
heelwork of hU ..... lan life we must find the hidden driving force whicll 
ets the whole mechanism of our thought and will in motion. N40 
36Ibid • 
--





Darwin had furnished the means and material; all that had to be 
done was to prove the unity and homogeneity of human nature by 
building upon Darwin. 
The explanations given, however, make this unity appear 
doubtful. Every philosopher who offered a theory believed he had 
round "the mainspring and master-taculty ft41 that explains the 
structure of human nature. But their explanations not only variec 
widely, they contradicted each other. Now, all of these philos-
pphers claimed to be empiriCists; "they would show us the faets 
~d nothing but the facts.·42 80 their theories should at least 
pe compatible if not identical. "But their interpretation of the 
~mpirical evidence contains Lrom the very outset an arbitrary 
~saumption."43 Each arbitrarily selected what he wished to be 
~he master-faculty. "Nietzsche proclaims the w11l to power, 
~reud signalizes the sexual instinct, Marx enthrones the economic 
nstinct. Each theory becomes a ProcrUstean bed on which the 
ampirieal facts are stretched to fit a preconceived pattern.ft44 
Theologians, SCientists, politiCians, SOCiologists. economist~ 
11 approached the problem from the viewpoint of their own disci-
lines. And the lack of generally accepted scientific prinCiples 
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within the special fields gave the personal faotor, the tempera-
ment of the individual, the deoisive ~ole. "Every author seems 
in the last oount to be led by his own conception and evaluation 
of human life."45 And thus, according to Oassirer, we have chaos 
in our modern theoretical anthropology, we have "a complete anarc I1Y 
of thought. n46 And so, modern science has reached an impasse on 
the question of man. 
These conflicting views of human nature, this antagonism ot 
ideas, could have far reaching consequences in the destruction ot 
our ethical and cultural l1te. It is not just a grave theoreti-
cal problem, but an immanent threat in the practical sphere.47 
It is a situation fraught with anarchy which could destroy man. 
But this modern confusion is paradoxical. Never before 
since Socrates first defined man as the proper study for man was 
there an age "in such a favorable position with regard to the 
sources of our Itnowledge of human nat1ltl."e."48 The instruments for 
~aining knowledge in Socrates' dQ7 were so limited that he had to 
~estrict his inquiries to what he could learn through rgason. 
~eology rejected reason as inadequate and built a view ot man on 
~aith. And even w:l*h.the inception ot modern science, the quest 
45Ibid., p. 40. 
46 rus,., p. 38. 
470t • SURra, p. 18. 
48CaSBirer, Essa~ ~ ~, p. 40. 
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for man was limited to mathematics.. the only instrument they telt 
could deal with the potentially infinite. 
Today, however, we have nan astoundingly rich and constantly 
increasing body of facts. Our technioal instruments for obser-
vation and experimentation have been immensely improved, and our 
analyses have become sharper and more penetrating. "49 But we ar4 
lost in our abundance; we are unable to organize and master this 
material. And .. as Cassirer observes, "our wealth of facts is no 
necessarily a wealth of thOughtS. M50 What we need is a real in-
sight .. a clue, an Ariadne's thread "to lead us out of this laby-
rinth.-5l Otherwise, "we shall remain lost in a mass of discon-
nected and diSintegrated data which seem to lack all conceptual 
unity.rt52 
Caesirer's constant emphasiS on facts. technical instruments 
and analysis. seems to lead to the conclusion that his pOSition 
is that of a Positivist. Indeed. it, .. would seem that Cassirer's 
finding former attempts to define man inadequate rests on the 
failure of those attempts to employ a purely empiricistic ap-
proach. Is such the case? Since Cassirer himself gives no an-
swer. this question can be approached only by contrasting Cas-




52Thi'd., pp. 40-41. 
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What Cassirer has in mind in his theoretical anthropology is 
to open up a new way to man. "the way of civilization.,,5, In so 
dOing, we must neglect no possible source of information about 
man. "We must examine all the available empirical evidence, and 
utilize all the methods of introspection, biological observation 
and historical inquiry_,,54 Nothing is to be discarded, but only 
"referred to a new intellectual center, and hence seen from a 
new angle. n55 
As to his new field of inquir.y--civilization--Cassirer en-
visages his approach as nothing more than an advance' based on a 
new insight akin to Plato's advance on Socrates in the question 
of man. Socrates, in his quest to know himself, approached the 
individual man; Plato recognized the limitation and, therefore, 
the insufficiency of this way of inquiry. "The phenemena we en-
counter in our individual experience are so various, so compli-
cated and contradictory that we ~an:' $oareely disen.tangle" them. ,.56 
But the text that is written in such small, illegible characters 
in personal experience, is written in capital letters in the na-
ture of the state. Thus, for Plato, in Cassirer's view, a sat-
53rua. , p. 44. ./ 
54 Ibid. , p. 93. 
55Ibid • 
56ill,g,_ , p. 87. 
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isfactory theory of man can develop only out of a theory of the 
state. 57 "Here the hidden meaning of the text suddenly emerges, 
and what seemed obscure and confused becomes clear and legible_ u5 ) 
Cassirer, then, wishes to take a broader basis for his an-
thropology than was ever taken before. Man, besides his discov-
ery of social organization, has attempted to organize and system-
atize his feelings, desires, and thoughts, "in language, in myth, 
in religion, and in art.·59 as well as in other ways. We must 
consider all these ways in which man has expressed himself if we 
wish to develop an adequa.te theory of human nature. 
Cassirer's directive that we are to employ every avenue of 
inquiry open to us and that we are to discard nothing is ambig-
uous as a criticism of past theories of man. It may imply merel~ 
that we now have more data and more instruments than were a.va.il-
able in the past. As a general critic ___ , it would be valid; as 
Cassirer states, theory "has always~o orientate itself .new as 
57The point at issue here is not whether Uassirer interpretec 
Plato correctly but that. right or wrong, he compares his own 
advance as analogous to Plato·s over Socrates. The doctrine her1 
presented by Cassirer as Plato's thought is challenged by David 
Bidney, "On the Philosophical Anthropology of Ernst Cassirer and 
its Relation to the History of Anthropological Thought,n in ~ 
Philosophy of Ernst Cassirer. ed. Paul Arthur 8chilpp ,Evanston, 1949'. pp. 475-4?M. ' 
58Cassirer, ES9!l on ~t p. 87. 
59Ib'd 88 
--.:!:-., p. • 
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science advances_ ft60 
But there is a deeper implication to this directive, the im-
plication that the former theories denied evidence by introducin! 
arbitrary principles which misconstrued data. This is the reaSOl 
given by Oassirer why, historically, the followers of Darwin 
failed to agree and so plunged anthropology into chaos.61 
Darwin himself, according to Oassirer. set the stage for 
those who came after him. An assumption unwarranted by his data 
brought him to a theory not unlike Aristotle·s.. Evolution. in 
a general philosophical sense, states Oassirer, "received its 
classical expression in Aristotle's psychology and in his general 
view of organic life."62 All Darwin did was to substitute mate-
rial causes for Aristotle's final causes. qpcidental causes for 
formal. At last modern thinkers thought that ·'they had definite-
ly succeeded in accounting for organic life as a mere product of 
chance. 1t63 But in so doing they had J£one beyond their data; ma-
terialism is an unwarranted assumption. 
To determine the truth or falsity of this assertion ot Cas-
sirerts with regard to the other three earlier definitions ot 
man as well as whether or not Cassirer could prove 1t--i! he so 
60Ernst Cassirer. Determinism and Indeterminism in Modern 
Ptgsics. trans. O. TheO<Ior lienley tNew Lven, !95b',p. xxiII. 
6lor • supra, pp. 22-24. 
62Cassirer. Ess!r ~ M!a, p. 36. 
63~. 
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desired, which he does not in the ESS8l ~ ~--would require a 
fairly penetrating philosophical--not merely methodological--
analysis ot all of Cassirerfs writings. It true, the insertion 
of arbitrary principles into any previous anthropological system 
would call its validity into question and would establish Cas-
sirerts new intellectual center tor a definition of man as the 
only correct one. Otherwise, Cassirer's approach can be, at mos t 
8 Simpler, more fruitful, way of handling all the data made a-
vailable by modern scienee. And this latter is Cassirer's overt 
view; the Essal 2n !an "is not designed to abrogate but to com-
plement former views. u64 
Thus, in summary, Cassirer has fairly well proven his claim 
that man has always been the Archimedean po1nt ot all philos-
ophical inquiry. As to his general method, it will be the his-
torical culmination of theoret1cal anthropology, perfecting 
rather than replacing previous theories. As to the scope of the 
inquiry, man will not be studied in his individual self, nor in 
the organization of the state, but in his oivilization, in his 
humanity. As to general procedure, the inquiry will follow the 
lead of biology, in attempting to determine the master-faculty 
which will unify all human endeavor and thus furnish a definitio 
of man. This master-faculty, moreover, must satisfy the mathe-
maticians who desired to find the potency in man which would 
~ Ibid., p. 93 • 
........... 
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enable him to match himself against the infinite universe; it 
must satisfy the theologians to whom man's nature was not com-
pletely knowable; it must satisty Socrates and the Stoics in 
their assertion that man is to be known from within and not from 
without as just another object in the universe. 
The Socratic approach, however. an,d the biological do not 
appear to be compatible. Socrates said that man is different. 
"The theory of evolution had destroyed the arbitrary limits be-
tween the different forms of organic li£e."65 Does the man of 
the evolutionists, then, become a being to be studied cosmologi-
cally? Is the cultural world reducible to the same prinCiples 
as the physical world? Was Soera,tes wrong? This problem had 
first to be solved. And in Showing that man is higher than the 
organic level of brutes. Cassirer d1seovered--or at least felt 
that he had discovered--the key to the unification of culture. 
the pivotal pOint in man of all his 'endeavors. 




Following the lead of the biologists, Cassirer must first 
deternllne whether man differs essentially in his cultural life 
from the organic life which he shares with all animate 'beings. 
This inquiry follows the line of experimental psychology and 
issues in a specific definition of man that is sCientifically 
accurate but very vague. Nevertheless, it does establish the 
fact that man's specific activity Carulot be determined by an or-
ganic study of his physical ntructure. 
CasaiI'sr takes as his starting point the theories of the bi-
ologist Johannes von Uexkull. Uexkull, a reeQlute vitalist, 
tended that biology cannot be explained in terms of phy~,ic;s or 
chemistry. But his is not a metaphysical vitalism; "it is found 
ad rather on empirical prinCiples."l Biology, as a natural sci-
ence t must be developed by the usual empirical methods. So, 
given the anatomical structure of an animal species, "we possess 
all the necessary data for reconstructing its special mode of 
existence. tt2 A careful study of the number. quality, and distri 
lIbid., p. 41. 
2~.t p. 42. 
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bution of the various sense organs as well as of the conditions 
of the nervous system gives us a perfect image of animal life. 
Cassirer is not necessarily accepting Uexkullts biological 
principles. The fact of its empirical foundation, of course, is 
perfectly in accord with Cassirer's own views. But primarily, 
Cassirer is interested in the biologist's terminology. Uexkull 
described the life of an animal as its functional circle. Every 
animal, according to its anatomical structure, possesses a re-
ceptor system by which it receives outward stimuli and an effec-
tor system by which it reacts to stimuli. These not only adapt 
the organism to its environment but also entirely fit it into 
its environment. "Without the cooperation and equilibrium of 
these two systems the organism could not survive.-3 
Oassirer asks, therefore, whether Uexkull's funotional circle 
of the biological world can be used for a description and char-
acterization of the human world. -ObViously this world forms no 
exception to those biological rules which govern the life of all 
other Organisms. n4 Some, however, as late as the 18th century, 
sought to find a marked difference between man and the other 
animals on this organio level. "In the early stages of empiri-
cal observation it was still possible for the scientist to 
cherish the hope OI finding eventually an anatomical character 
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reserve~for man. n5 The disciples and followers of Comte in-
clined to this pOSition, since they feared Comtete di~ferent1at!n~ 
between physiology and sociology /f\.ould lead back to 8. metaphysic I 
dualism. n6 Darwin, however, put s.n end to all such hopes by as-
serting the homogeneity in anatomy and physiology of the entire 
animal world. 
And so, the way was open for scientists to apply some sort 
of biological functional circle like Uexkullts to man. Cassirer 
cites :faine as indicative of this school of thought. By reduc-
ing intellegenoe to instinct by asserting a difference of degree 
and not of quality between them. Taine could discard intelligence 
as a useless and scientifioally meaningless term. Thus, man 
could be squeezed into Uexkull ts fun,Qtional circle. Intelligent 
behavious, then, becomes "only a more refined and complicated 
play ot the same assooiated mechanism and automatism which we 
find in all animal reactions."? Cas~1re~ 'regards as paradoxical 
the stricking contrast between what such theories promise and 
what they actually give. Taine was etriving after an ideal ot 
absolute scientific exactness, an ideal that is much higher than 
merelY speaking of human nature in the terms of every day common 
experience. But the results were disapPOinting. To substitute 




instinct tor intelligence does not explain; it merely sustitutes 
a new name. It just rephrases the question, giving us nat best 
an ~ Rer idem, and in most cases it is an obsourum per obscu-
rius. lt8 
-
The fact is that Uexkullts functional circle, as it S~d8t 
carulot apply to human Ij.fe. There is a change in man that is 
qualitative and not just a quantitative enlargement. There is a 
new characterist,ic in the human world which appears to be the 
distinctive mark of man. The difference consists in inserting 
between the receptor system and the effector system, which man 
shares with the other animal species, "a third link which we may 
describe as the symbolic system. u9 ibis acquisition places man 
not only in a broader reali.ty than that of mere animal life, but, 
80 to speak. in a new dimension of reality. And, thus, Cassirer 
defines man as an animal Symbolicwn.lO or, in this context where 
the definition is vague, as the animal who can make use bf sym-
bols. 
The difference between organiC reactiolls and human responses 
consists in that in the first case Ita direct and immed.iate a.nswer 
is given to an outward stimulus; in the second case the answer is 
8~., p. 91. 
9Ibid., p. 43. All Cassirer claims, it will 
-.-. . that th~s third l~nk is not on the organic level. 
what level it is he does not say; nor, as will be 
relevant for his -cheory. 
10ill.Q;.., p. 44. 
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delayed. ttll A slow and complicated process of thought i!dierrupts 
and delays the response. And so, according to Cassirer, thought 
is the interposition of a symbol between stiw.ulus and reaction. 
What is to be established, tihen, is what Gaasirer means by 
animal smbolicum on the empirical level, i. e., how does Iuan dif-
fer from brute beasts. 
To begin with, it would seem that if any indirect response 
to stimulus is an indication of a. symbolic process, then man does 
not differ from the animals. Experimental psychologists, follow-
ing Pavlov, have investigated the conditioned J:.·eflex whereby ani-
mals respond to a representative stimulus instead of to a direct 
one. It was found, for instance, that anthropoid apes "learned 
to respond to tokens as substitutes for food rewards in the same 
wa::J in which they respond to food itselr.,,12 This led 80me to 
the, conclusion that the conditioned reflex is a primitive form of 
human symbolic processes.. In that case t ldan' s psychic li1"e would 
differ from the. t of the animals only quanti ta:ti vely'. And Cassir-
erts definition 01" man as animal symbolicum would be an explana-
tion of man in terms of conditioned reflexes. 
On the basis, however, of the faots of animal psychology 
alone, the question is insoluble. Pointing to forms of animal 
accomplisrunents gained by drill and training is not enought. In-
11 ~., p. 43-
l2ru.g, •• p. 46. 
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stead, we must "find a correct and logica.l starting point. one 
Iwhich can lead us to a natural and sound interpretatj.on of the 
~mpirical facts. ul3 And that starting point is the definition ot 
speech. Speech employs symbols, not just signs. And while the 
sign is subjective in reference, particular, and concrete, the 
symbol is objective in referenoe, universal, and abstraot. 
An analysis of language will reveal two different strata. 
The first is the language of the emotions; the second, theoretica' 
~anguage. The language of the emotions consists of mere interjec· 
~ionst involuntary expressions of feeling. In theoretical lan-
~aget however, the word is "a part of a sentence whioh has a. det-
~nite syntactical and logical structure. nl4 Now, analo~ies to 
~motional language may be found in the animal world. But what is 
~o be noted is that the language of animals--emotional langvAge--
~ack8 the element of objectivity; it never desi~ftates an object. 
rhe reference of their phonetics is a),ways and completely" subjec-
ltive. 
The sign or signal, therefore. should be restricted to the 
subjective realm. When an experimenter has sucoeeded in substi-
tuting a. representative stimulus for a direct stimulus, he has 
~erely changed the subjective situation of the animal. The signal 
""F! an "operator" and as such is opposed to the cha.racter of the 
13 ~., p. 47. 
l41.£..~t. 
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symbol, which is that of a. Hdesignator" _ In surnrrlantiol~Lt Cassir-er 
asserts that "a signal is a part Qf the physical world of peing; 
a symbol is a part of the human world of n:.caning. l1l5 .Alld so t 
anima~ slmbolicum defines that animal who can designate and de-
scribe objects. 
A sec-oud aspect of the symbol is that it is u a principle of 
qpiversal applicability which encompasses the whole field of hu-
man thought_ ltl6 Cassirer concedes that the higher animals do 
have a form of inSight. Given a problem, an anthropoid ape does 
not necessarily solve it by trial and error. At leas-t in some 
cases the solutions are genuine and not products of chance. But 
this intelligence is not the same as that of man. Oassirer calls 
it Q a practical imagination and intelligence \7hereas man a.lone 
has developed a new forn: sZ!bolic imasination ~ 1ntelligence.«1? 
The difference is that the practical is limi-tad to the ooncrete 
singular; it applies to the individual. The symbolic, oh the 
other hand, is universal. 
l'his UD_i versali ty of -fjhe symbol appears clearest in the de-
velopment of the individual mind maldug a transition from a mere-
ly practical attitude to a symbolic attitude. Ordil1a.rily, this 
process is too complicated to be distinguished by psycholo~ical 
l5Ib;j 
---=--- , p. 51. 
l6~b'd !.-±-. , p. 54. 
171])1-'. , p. 52. 
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observation. However, we have the classical cases'ot Laura 
Bridgman and Helen Keller, who made the transition not gradually 
but abruptly. "Nature itself has here, so to speak, made an ex-
periment capable of throwing light upon the paint in question. nlS 
The teachers of these two children coued point to one definite 
occasion on which Helen Keller and Laura Bridgman entered the 
specifically human world of discourse, or, to use the time honore~ 
phrase, gained the use of reason. 
Both girls had learned the manual alphabet. But, at first, 
the word was a Sign to them; every name was a proper name which 
designated only one singular individual. The sign is identified, 
as it were, with the signified. "They tend to think that 8 thing 
'is· what it is 0811e4.,,19 Then there came a day in the life ot 
each of these girls when they first tully realized the symbolic 
nature ot speeoh. In Helen Keller's life the occasion was a 
dramatic one. While Helen was washing one morning, her \eacher 
spelled the name "water" tor her. Then, later in the day, the 
two of them stopped in the pump house and the teacher pumped whil~ 
Helen held her cup under the spout. As the cold water gushed 
forth, the teacher aga~ spelled Awater" for Helen. !he realiza-
tion of the universality of speech came so suddenly that Helen 
dropped her cup, startled. Her teacher recalls that she stood as 
18Ibid., p. 53. 
191!?,!g.. t p. 57. 
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one transfixed with a new light on her face. Then, Helen sp-elled 
"water" several times before asking for the names of other thingsit 
From then on her vocabulary grew rapidly. She was eager to learn 
new words and to converse. 20 
The second characteristic ot the symbol, then, is its uni-
versal nature. Thus, in summary up to this pOint, animal !,l!!-
bol1cum can employ universal symbols to deSignate and describe 
objects. 
Thirdly, specifically human speech is relational. This is 
not to say that relations cannot be grasped on the elementary 
perceptual (i.e., non-conceptual) level possible to other animals 
Koehler has demonstrated that chimpanzees can select objects on 
the basis of size, shape, color, or other qualities. But it is 
not this "mere awareness of relations· that is claimed to be "a 
specific feature of human conseiousness.·2l Rather, we can dis-
miss this capacity of the higher animals as an "isolation of 
perceptual factors.· 22 AS such it is restricted to the level of 
concrete sense data. No animal ever gave evidence of being able 
to grasp relations in themselves, relations in their abstract 
meaning. Oassirer cites the classic example of geometry to prove 
20Ibid., pp. 53-54. contains a full description of the en-
tire episode. 
2l~., p. 59. 
22Ibid • Cassirer seems to be pointing out the standard 
differentiation between relatio and relata. 
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man's ability to regard the relation itself. hEven in elementary 
geometry we are not bound to the apprehension of concrete individ-
ual figures, We are not concerned with physical things or per-
ceptualobjects, :for \ve are studying universal spatial relations.,,23 
This indicates not that the symbol is merely relational, but that 
it is abstract. No relational thought would be possible in geom-
etry without an adequate symbolism. And a symbolism expressive 
of relations precisely as relations must be abstract. 
These three characteristics of human thought and expression-~ 
objectivity. universality, and abstractness--Cassirer points out 
as demonstrative of thAt hasic difference between the human world 
and the animal. He has designated this difference as that be-
tween a capacity for signs and a capacity for symbols, An animal 
can react to a concrete, individual Sign, and can even express 
his subjective self in signs. But man alone can grasp the ab-
stract. universal symbol and employ it to designate and describe 
objects, In this sense. at least, man is an animal s~bolicum. 






An adequate definition of man must account for every aspect 
of mants cultural life. Myth and religion, language and art, 
science and history are expressions; they issue from man. So, 
somehow or other, they are linked together because they are all 
linked to man. Among these six cultural expressions, however, 
there seems to be a discontinuity and radical heterogeneity in-
stead of a unity. Any valid definition of man, then, must break 
through these differences and furnish the thread that binds hnman 
culture together and to man; "the world of culture is not a mere 
aggregate of loose and detached facts. pl 
An empirical study of the organic man cannot explain culture; 
culture, as was shown in the previo~s chapter, is not an organic 
effluence. The purely introspective.' moreover, cannot give a 
full explanation. "Introspection reveals to us only that small 
sector of human life which is accessible to our individual exper-
ience.,,2 Thus, some method of study must be found which will re-
veal the inner, non-organic man and yet will go beyond the indi-
1 ~., p. 278. 
2~., p. 16; cf. also supra, pp. 26-27. 
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vidual to account for the whole gamut of htmanity's specific ac-
tivity. 
There are, conceivably, ~wo possible methods. One would be 
to begin with a partial sector of human consciousness--revealed 
either through introspection, as Cassirer understands the methods 
of Socrates and Descartes, or through some other way, i.e., the 
faith of the theologians or the arbitrary assumptions of certain 
biologists--derive a definition from this partial sector, and 
then apply it to those realms of culture whieh are not revealed 
in the individual consciousness. 
This method Oassirer rejects. Knowledge, he asserts, is not 
one but many. Each cultural manifestation is aD expression of a 
peculiar type of knowledge. To explain one in terms of another 
is to misconstrue the one being explained and virtually to de-
stroy it. 
Oassirer's emphasis on many valid types of knowing 1s a ge-
netic question rather than one he logioally demonstrates. His 
works indicate why he came to accept this position and what he 
means by many valid types of knowing. 
In attempting to formulate a philosophy of mathematics, Cas-
sirer enoountered difficulties in oomprehending "the fundamental 
conceptions of mathematics from the point of view of logic.,,3 
When he found that the traditional logic of the concept could not 
3Ernst Cassirer, Substance and Function, trans. William. Cur-
tis Swabey and Marie Collins Swabey tRew York, 1953), p. iii. 
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characterize the concepts of mathematies, he decided to seek a 
new, more fundamental form of the concept. The problem gained 
even more meaning when he realized that it "extended over the 
whole field of sclence. n4 
The problem was paradoxical. Scientists bemoaned the bar-
riers they ha.d to surmount because of misconceptions bred by ig-
norance and even because of language. But ignorance is a lack ot 
knowledge; "why should the mere absence of correct conceptions 
lead to misconceptions?n5 And language, as an expression of 
thought, "could not possibly be a hindrance to thought as such.,,6 
It would seem, rather, that behind what the scientists called ig-
norance and incorrect use ot language, there 1s • definite mean-
ing of a type other than soientific meaning. In oth6r words, 
Cassirer felt that each mode of knowing was valid in its own 
right and not explicable in terms of any other mode. 
He found this theory corroborate.d by his studies in" myth and 
language. These two cultural expressions are found in the earli-
est stages of human culture, and "their relation is so close that 
it is almost impossible to separate the Olle from the other. n7 
4Ibid • Of. M.F. Ashley Montagu, "Cassirer on Mythological 
Thinking,· in The PhilosopPl of Ernst Oassirer, ed. Paul Arthur 
Schilpp ,Evanston, 1949', p. ;bl. 
5Susanne K. Langer, nOn Cassirer's Theory of Language and 
Myth, ft in The Phi10S<th) of Ernst Cassirer, ed. Paul Arthur 
Schilpp (Evanston, 19 ~ ,:p. 3S3. 
6Ibid • 
7c;;,;irer, Esaa,r .2.a !!!,!, p. 142. 
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Are they one or are they rather two different shoots from the sam~ 
root? 
All previous theories tried to explain myth in terms of lan-
guage, by categorizing myths in terms of their linguistic eounter~ 
parts. "All the attempts," Cassirer maintains, "of the various 
schools of comparative mythology to unify the mythological ideas 
were bound to end in failure.~8 Since myth is non-theoretical, 
it can never have philosophical meaning. And, indeed, all at-
tempts to find such meaning in it have apparently failed. The 
Stoics regarded myth as a conscious fiction and developed elab-
orate techniques of allegorical interpretation. The moderns were 
inclined to smile at thiS, but their refined methods merely 
changed myth from a conscious to an unconscious fiction. Thus, 
the moderns deserve the same criticism they accord the Stoics. 
~hese positions, moreover, do not explain the mythological 
phenomena, they deny it. "The mythic,a.l world appears as"an arti-
ficial world, as a pretense for something e18e."9 And the same 
evaluation is valid for Muller's "monstrositytt theory of myth. 
"F. Max .Muller developed a curious theory by which myth was ex-
plained as a mere by-product of language. n10 According to Muller 
myth was an aberration of language, made possible by the inherent 
8 lbid., p. 98. 
9~., p. 99. 
lOIbid., p. 142. 
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ambiguity of words. Since abstract ideas could be expressed in 
ancient language only concretely by metaphors, it was only natu-
ral that myth would spring up objectifying the li'teral sense of 
the metaphor. 
Cassirer objects to this view that "to regard a fundamental 
human activity as a mere monstrosity, as a sort of mental dis-
ease, can scarcely pa.ss muster as an adequate explanation of it." 1 
And it must be a fundamental human activity, since lithe whole 
realm of mythical concepts is too great a phenomenon to be ac-
counted for as a 'mistake' due to the absence of logically re-
corded facts. Mere ignorance should be agnostic--empty and neg-
ative--not exciting and irreprssaible. nl2 Myth. then, should not 
be considered as a linguistic phenomenon but as an independent 
form of knowledge, valid in itself. 
The individual conSCiousness, t.hen, is aware of its own 
form (or forms) of knowledge. To apply this consciousness to 
~orms of knowledge which are alien to it would be to contort the 
~lien form. A scientist ~ua scientist, for example, can never 
~ppreciate art qua art. And one who lives in our advanced cul-
~ure cannot fully appreciate the mythic consciousness it he re-
~uces it to his own way of thinking. 
ll~.t p. 143. 
l2Susanne K. Langer, "Translator's Preface,tI in Ernst Cas-
eirer, Languas! ~ .!'d?h (New York, 1946), p. viii. 
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The only other analysis, then, to which man in his cultural 
li.fe would be open, is the one Cassirer aotually employs. Down 
through the ages, man has given expression to his conscious life 
in various external devices, both verbal and non-verbal. These 
external expressions can be collected by the empirical sciences. 
All that remains .for the philosopher, then, is to find the Ari-
adne's thread, the common element, that runs throuy~ all these 
cultural manifestations. This will issue accortti.ng to Cassirer 
~ot only in a unification of culture but also in a defizution of 
~n. An understanding of this post tion requires an analYSis of a 
~asie term in Cassirerts philosophy. viz., "form". 
The various eultural expressions of man are symbols, 1.e., 
they are external signs, for the most part arbitraril7 employed, 
~hioh have meaning.13 It is in their meaning that they are cul-
~urally relevant; as physical entities they are investigated by 
ithe empirioal sciences. Now meaning, ,.according to Oassirer, can 
~e considered under its formal aspect or under its material aspec1 • 
~~e question arises, then, under which of these aspects is a un1t~ 
to be found in culture. 
Previous attempts to find a unity have taken a material viewl 
they have sought to unify each cultural manii.'estation according tc 
~hat is expressed. According to Casairer t they all failed. TheSE 
13This notion of the symbol is more or less derived from the 
~iscusslon of Chapter III above. It seems to the present author 
~o be one which is universally acceptable. 
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failures are not sufficiently indicated. by Cassj.rer in the Essay 
2n ~; the question is open to doubt. But his dizcussion on thil 
!point clarifies what he means by a me.terial approach an.d how it 
~itfers from a for.mal one. 
Mythologists .. e.g., have long sought to classify the objects 
of mythical thinking and thereby to discover the «one single ob-
-
ject ••• that contains and comprises all the others.,,14 There 
~ave been lunar, solar, and meteorological mythologists, each 
trying to make his chosen object the ultimate object of all myths 
But none of them could reach his goal, "without constantly press-
ing and stretching the facts for the sake of rendering the theory 
a homogeneous whole • .,15 Here, material approach seems to be one 
which classifies the objects to which the symbols rBfer. And 
Passirer states that he is "inquiring not into the subject w:l.tter 
put into the form of mythical imagination. nl6 
So t too t is there controversy in .. unifying the subject matter 
p! religion. "The articles of faith, the dogmatic creeds, the 
Itheological systems are engaged in an interminable struggle. Eve! 
the ethical ideals of different religions are widely divergent 
::md scarcely reconcilable with each other ... 17 Aquinas tried to 
l4CaSSirer, Essa~ ~ ~, p. 100. 
l5~. 
16~. t p. 98. 
l?Ibid. 
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show that the mysteries of faith could not be known by reason 
alone and yet were not irrational. But Tertullian's credo guia 
absurdum, Pasealfs ~ absconditus, and K1erkegaard's great 
paradox of religious life are equally typical positions. Never-
theless, contradictions in subject matter, according to Cassirer, 
do "not affect the specific form II> • • and inner unity .. l8 present 
in all religious feeling and thought. The symbols may change; 
the religious form remains always the same. Again, the material 
approa.ch seeks a unity in what is believed. 
In language, too, the unification of meaning took a material 
approach. Meaning, in early Greek philosophies of language, had 
to be explained in terms of being, since truth is linked with re-
ality. If a word meant a thing, there had to be some identity 
between the two. In other words, the fteonnection between the 
symbol and its object must be a natural, not a merely conventual 
fone. ttl9 This, indeed, was a great advance over the primitive 
~iew that the word is the thlng.20 There could be no problem of 
~ean1ng before the realization that in language "the decisive 
feature is not its physical but its logical eharacter. n2l 
18Ibid • 
-19Ibi~.t p. 146. 
2°01'. Ernst Cassirer, Lan~a~ !!!!!!I!h, trans. Susanne K, 
~nger (New York, 1946), pp. 4~6~ 
21Cassirer, Ess8.al .2!! ~, p. 144. 
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But a natural conneotion between word and thing is indefen-
sible. "beoause 01' the "variety ot individual idioms and the het-
erogeneity ot linguistic types."22 So philosophy of language is 
confronted with the same dilemma as appears in a material analysi~ 
of myth and religion. We must accept the diversity of £acts and 
we must account for the unity. And this unity is not to be found 
in the relation between word and object. 
By the material aspect of the symbol, then, Cassirer means 
its correspondence to the object it symbolizes. This correspond-
enoe has never been established, he claims, to such an extent 
that; it bas achieved a unity of meaning. Suppose, however, that 
such a unity in terms or o"bject or subjeot matter could be 
achieved. According to Cassirer, this would not show precisely 
IVha·t the particular consciousness--mythic t scientific, etc.--
sees in that object. Suppose, for example, it were possible to 
reduce all myths to one basic object;" even then 
this would not solve the real problem whioh mythology pre. 
sents to philosophy, but at best would push it back one step 
For mythical formulation as such cannot be understood and 
appreciated simply by determining the object on which it is 
immediately and originally oentered. !£ is, and remains, 
the same miracle of the spirit and the same myster~r; no mat-
ter whether it deals with the interpretation and articula-
tion of physical processes or physioal things, and in the 
latter case, just what particular things these may be. Even 
though it were possible to resolve all mythology to a basic 
astral mythology--what the mythical consciousness derives 
from contemplation of the stars, what it sees in them di-
rectly, would still be something radioally different from 




the view they present to empirical observation or the way 
they figure in theoretical 8p~~ulation and scientific expla-
nations of natural phenomena.2~ 
What Cassirer is sayi.llg is tl'l.at when the sa.me J':'eali ty is 
presented to different tJrpes of consciousnesses. the expression 
that results depends on what the type of consciousness is that 
apprehends the reality. This subjective element Ca9~irer illus-
trated at great; length and in great detail by the example of a 
black line drawing preceived formally in different ways. At 
first, 'I;his black line-drawiug is only a perceptual experience, 
a simple combination of lines. 
Yet, while I still tollow the various lines of the drawing 
in their visual relations, their light and dark, their con-
trast from the background, their up-and-down movements, the 
lines become, so to speak, alive. The spatial form becomes 
an aesthetic form: I grasp in it the charact.er of a certain 
ornament •••• I can rema.in abaoI'bed in the pure con-tem-
plation of this ornament, but I can also apprehend in and 
throuGh it sometb.ing else; i-I; repreaen'cs to me an expreasi va 
segment of an artistic language, in which I recognize the 
language of a. certain time, the~ st:t;le ol' an historiy,al per-
iod. Again, the 'mode of sight ' . .'may change, in so far as, 
what was manifest as an ornament, is llOW' disclosed to me as 
a vehicle o£ a mythico-relisiou8 siggi!ioance, as a magical 
••• sign. By a further Bhift in perspective, the lines 
function as a sensuous vehicle for a purely conceptual 
structure-context. To the mathematiCian, ·they become the 
intiiltive representation of a specific .flIDctio!Jal connection. 
• • • \:"lhere t in the aesthetic sight, one may see them perhape 
as Hogarth beauty-lines, they picture to the mathematician 
a certain tri~onometl.'ic fWlctioD.. vis., th.e picture of a 
sine-c,~e. w ereas the mathematical physicist may perhaps 
see in this curve the law of some natura~ 12l:'ocess, such as, 
e.g., the law of a perIO!1C-oiCIIlatron.~ 
23Cassirer, ~gau!e ~ ~, pp. 10-11. 
24quoted in Carl H. Hamburg, "Cassirer's Conception of Phi-
~oSOprl.,i t II in 'rIle Philosophy .2.£ Ernst Casail'sr, ed. Paul Arthur 
t:!"''''',,'i .... _ (TIl. - '1' 
.. '" "ll z:; 
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In bri.ef', then, a material inqui.ry asks the (luestio:n: what 
do the symbols refer to. A formal inquiry, on the other hand, 
asks: how are the sY"'lholz formed. Tho f''}rncr ~/()':J.d cle ':.i;I'oy the 
autono~y of the various types of consciousness by ignoring the 
specific differences in formation; besides, it hae never suactled ... 
ad in achieving any sort of unity. The latt~r accepts t~d.R uutOl'.] I-
omy, seeks to def.ine the specific mode of formation in each cul-
tural type, Cl.ud e1rentually tries to determine the COf!1uon element 
that binds all culture to~etner; because thi.s a~oprc2.ch iF;nores 
material dif'ferences, e.g., the various conflicting dogmatic 
tenets of schoels of theolo[;y, it can achieve a unity. 
Up to this point, Cassirer's philosophic method has been 
presented by comparison a::ld contrast with other methoris of fou.nd-
ing a. theoretical anthropology.. The general nat't1.re of tIle in-· 
quiry is clear. There remains, however,the nature of the unity 
that is to I'a9ul t, the nature of the .defini tio!l of man th.at sl,lch 




For his raw material, Oassirer takes the; facts of human cul-
ture that the exact sciences have placed at his disposal. It is 
his conviction that. in each cultural type, "the varied and 
seemingly dispersed rays may be gathered together into a common 
focus."l To achieve this common focus. he reduces the facts to 
forms--the form of myth. of religion. of language. etc.--and 
shows that each possesses a unity ot formation in spite ot a di-
versity in subject matter. 2 But in so doing. he has "to stress 
all along the specific character and structure"' ot each form. 
Has he not destroyed all possibility ot the unity he sought to 
establish in culture? The answer is no; and the explanation lies 
• 
. 
in the nature of the torms his formal approach has determined. 
Myth is a form and the various mythic symbols are forms 
lCassirer, ~ss!l 2a !!at p. 278. 
2The reader should understand this statement as Cassirer's 
claim and not as something which has been or will be demonstrated 
in this thesis. As a methodological study, this thesis is inter-
ested only in the nature of the process and not in the validity 
of the conclusions. 
3Cassirer. Ess!l 2a ~t p. 278. 
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which designate objects. In what sense are they forms? Is the 
mythological torm a substantial form of man, in the sense of an 
absolute idealism? Are the mythic symbols forms which determine 
the substantiality of objects in a realistic context? Is Oassir-
er investigating, in brief, substa.nces? It so, man must have a 
plurality of substantial forms which must be unified; or objects 
m.ust have this plurality. 
Cassirer is not an ontologist or metaphysician; he states 
that he is a critical philosopher. The cultural forms and their 
constitutive symbols do not designate the substance of man or of 
things but rather the function of man. Oassirer's forms are 
functions; and their unification derives from their all being 
functions of man.4 Junction, then, and its opposition to sub-
stance have an important place in Cassirer·s thought and must be 
investigated. 
This emphasis on function in plaoe of substance--as" well as 
the emphasis on form instead of matter--is Kantian and is recog-
nized as such by Cassirer. "Kant does not stand m.erely in a 
position of dependence on the factual stulf of knowledge, the 
material offered by the various sciences. Kant's basic convictio1 
consists rather in this, that there is a universal and essential 
form of knowledge and that philosophy is called upon and qual!!iel 
to discover this form and establish it with certainty. The cr1-
tique of reason achieves this by reflective thought upon the func~ 
tion of knowledge instead of upon its content. n5 
Oassirer's major departure from Kant, as he understands Kant, 
on this point, is his emphasis on form~; knowledge is not one but 
many tor Oassirer. Each cultural manitestation is an expression 
of a peculiar type of knowledge. Cassirer desires to find the 
specl~~c nature which makes it such. "For the fundamental prin-
oiple of critio41 thinking, the principle of the ·primaoy· ot the 
function over the object, assumes in eaoh special f'ield a new 
form and demands a new and independent explanation. Along with 
the pure form of cognition we must seek to understand the funo-
tion ot mythioal and religious thinking, and the funotion of' ar-
tistic perception, in such a way as to disclose how in all of 
them there is attained an entirely determinate tormatlon."6 Henc t 
to understand Cassirer·s notion of' form, we must first understand 
Kant's notion of funotion and Cass1rer's application of it. 
"Weary of the dogmatism that teaches us nothing and of the 
scepticism that does not even promist anything, Kant raised the 
fundamental oritical question tIs any metaphysios pOSSible?'"? 
5Ernst Cassirer, The !toble¥! of KnOWle~e, trans. Jlill1am H. 
Woglom and Charles w. itende (N'ew Haven, 195 ), pp. 14-15. 
6Ernst Cassirer, The ~ilOSOtBl ot SiibOliC Forms: Volume ~t Language, trans. ~p Manhe m (New ~ven, 1953', pp. 79-80. 
?Ernst Cassirer, !he Philoso:e~ of S;mbo11c Forms: Volume 
Three: The PhenomenOl0F.01 Kriowle6e7""trans. Ralph Manheim 
i\New Haven, 1957), p. .--
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Whether or not Kant answered this question, Cassirer does not s.,~ 
What is important tor Oassirer i8 the new philosophic method Kant 
introduced.8 "Kantts transcendental method starts from the tact 
of (scientifio) experience and seeks to determine how this fact 
is possible.-9 Instead of taking the product of scientific 
knowledge, Kant turned back to the function of such knowledge. 
And this function turned out to be, not to copy being, but to 
constitute an object. Tha object constituted. however, Cassirer 
warns, is not the absolute object, which would lead to an absolut~ 
idealism, but a "phenomenal object, conditioned by this very 
functionHlO of being oonstituted. 
Funotion, then, seems to be synonymous with task, purpose, 
role. operation, end, in the usual usage of the word. In this 
sense, Kant can speak of the function of scientitic knowledge. 
And Oassirer, to whom science is just one form of knowledge, oan 
speak of the functions ot the variou8forms. 
8Cassirer appears to have a general commitment to Kant's 
thesis that all knowledge is mediate, with the object constitutec 
by the subject. But the foundation of this position and its va-
lidity, Cassirer never investigates or even discusses. It seems 
that he accepts Kant as a basis, valid or invalid as it may be i% 
itself, merely as a starting point. "That aspect of Cassirer·s 
general contention, then, according to whioh there can be no ob-jectivity outside the contexts established by the SCiences, arts, 
myths, etc., ~stead of being explicitely demonstrated, consti-
tutes his basic commitment to Kantls viewpoint (Hamburg, p. 86.)." 
9Felix Kaufmann, "Oassirer's Theory of Scientific Knowledge n 
in The Ph110~ of Ernst Cassirer, ed. Paul Arthur Schilpp (Evanston, i94 ,p: IS? 
lOCassirer, PhilosoEBY 2! Szmbolic Forms, III, 5. 
But each form or type of knowledge has within it various fo~~ 
~or Kant, the categories of the pu=e understanding and the ideas 
of pure reason; for Cassirer, the mythic symbols, religious sym.-
~ols, etc. Form in this sense of category, idea of pure reason, 
or symbol may be said to have a funotion in the above sense of 
function; they may be said to have a role in the formation of the 
phenomenal object. 
But the term function, when referring to the symbol, not on~ 
~eans that the symbol has a role or function but that the role or 
~unction is functional. The symbolic form, in other words, at 
~east when it is formally and not materially studied,ll does not 
~ssert a substance but rather a function or relation. 7unction il 
~his sense is a term usuallY applied to mathematical concepts; 
passirer extends its use to all concepts. And thus he maintains 
~hat the symbol expresses not essenoes but relations.12 
Describing the Kantian critique of scientific knowledge, Cas-
eirer states that "we know the object when we have achieved syn-
thetic unity in the manifold of lntuit1on."13 In other words, we 
Know an object when we have sucoeeded in expressing it as a part 
of a given context, as related to the other symbols in that oon-
text. 
l10r • supra, pp. 46-51, for this distinction. 
12s1oehower, p. 638. 
13oassirer, Philosophl 2! Sy!bolic Forms, III, 5. 
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To ask. therefore, for a functional unity is to ask "what al'1t 
the oonditions according to which one element is arranged and con~ 
nected with another."14 Or as Cassirer describes it in itsmathel<-
matical formulation: "A totality of members ~t ~. ~. ~, ••• are 
to be reco€;,"llized as belonging together, are to be linked by a rul, 
on the basis of which the production of the one from the other cal 
be determined and foreseen •••• We attempt to order the element, 
• • in such a way that they can be thought of as 
members in a series ~lt 12' &.3' .t . " .which is characterized 
by a determinate 'universal member.'Q15 
Applying this notion of funetion as relation to non-mathe-
matical forma of knowledge brings the assertion that "each in-
dividual impression has meaning and significance only in and 
through the context within which we view it. n16 Or, as Cassirer 
expresses it symbolically: "We see, then. that in order to char-
acterize a given form of relation • .,,'. we must • • • define the 
system in which it stands. If we deSignate the various kinds of 
~elations ••• as Rl • R2, R" we must assign to each one a spe-
cial • index of modality, f as /--'"'1' P 2' fA 3 t denoting the context of 
function and mea.ning in which it is to be ta.ken. For each of 
14S1oehower, p. 636. 
150assirer, ~bilosophl 2! Szmbo1ic Forms, III, 414. 
16W11liam H. Werkmeister, "Cassirer's Advance Beyond Neo-
iKantianism," in The PhilOS012h, of Ernst Cassirer t edt Paul Arthur ~cbilpp (J1'vanston, 1~9J, p. 7r. 
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these contexts, lanbruage as well as scientific cognition, art as 
well as myth, possess its own constitutive principle which sets 
itiS stamp, as it were, on all the particular .forms within it."l? 
So, for Cassirer, the symbol 1s a symbolic funotion which 
is to be defined as a member of "e. succession of terms connected 
with oue another by a certain criterion,n18 which criterion is 
different for each of the symbolic forms or types of knowledge. 
Each symbolic form, then, is unified by 'this criterion or consti-
tutive principle, which is akin to the generative principle of 
integers, lit n+lt etc. And if the oriteria of the various cul-
tural forms manifest the same basic function (. role), then we 
twill have a functional unity of all symbolic forms as well as a 
definition of man as functiOning through these forms. 
Symbol, form, and function, therefore, are the key notions 
which determine the specific difference of Cassirer*s neo-Kantian 
brand of philosophy.. They designate .the subject matter of the 
investigation. i.e., the symbols which man uses to express his 
consciousness; the aspect under which the subject matter is to be 
investigated, i.e., the form of the symbols rather than the matte~ 
they d.esignate; and t)te nature of the unity that will result, 1.e , 
unity in the functions the forms perform rather in the objects 
l?Oassirer, ~i1osophY g! Szmbo1ic Forms, I, 9? .. 
18Dimitry Gawronsky. "Cassirer's Oontribution to the Epis-
temology of PhysiCS," in The PhilosoRhy: of Ernst Cassirar, ed. 
Paul Arthur Schilpp (Evanston, 1949', p.2'2I. 
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designated through the forms. 
There now remains for Ca~18ire1~ the actual working out of his 
system and the achievement of the 'unity he seeks in terms of the 
functions of the symbolic f01:w.s. Whether or not he actually suc-
ceeded in unifying culture by his method is open to debate, it 
appears that he never fully succeeded.19 And even if he had, an 
analysis of this unity would be properly philosophical and beyond 
the scope of methodolo~~. Still, the working out of his system 
along general lines as well as indioations of the functions as 
unifiers will clarify somewhat the aims and procedures, terms and 
basic approach that characterize Cassirer. nlis is the task of 
the following chapter. 
19 Of. supra, p. 6. 
CHAPTER VI 
UNITY 
The philosophy ot symbolic forms starts with an assumption, 
a presupposition. The assumption. from a historical viewpoint. 
is that Kant was correct in his so-called Copernican revolution. 
More concretely, it is that man cannot be defined in terms of a 
metaphysical principle or inborn taculty. Man has but one out-
standing character that is susceptible of investigation, i.e., 
his work, his cultural activity.l 
This is not to say that man is not a physical tact and could 
not be studied as a physical tact. But man's physical being does 
not mark his specific character. Man, aocording to Wilhelm Dil-
they, "becomes an object for human studies only in so far as hu-
, 
man states are consciously lived, in so far as human states find 
expression in living utterances, and in so tar as these utter-
ances are understood."2 So, he "who would know man must observe 
him in his creative power and his creative aohievement, i.e., his 
lCassirer, Ess~y 2a ~t p. 93. 




But there is a multiplicity and dispara"teness in civiliza-
tion. The cultural symbols used by diftere~t persons and dif-
ferent peoples in various places at various times expressed con-
tents which conflict with one another. This conflict is a tact; 
and the Kantian approach d.oes not destroy facts; facts are valid 
because they are faets.4 So man in his civilization has no na-
ture; he haa hiztory. "His being,'t as Ortega y Gasset puts it, 
"1s not one but many and manifold, different in each time and in 
each place.,,5 
To prescurve these differences, content mllst be ignored. "It 
is the basic function of speeoh, of myth, of art, of religion 
that we must seek far behind their innumerable shapes and utter-
ances, and that in the last analysis we must trace back to a com-
mon oritsin." 6 
Bow, then, is the basic tunctio~of each symbolic ~rm to 
be determ.ined? And where is the common origin of the overall 
unifying funotion? It is the symbol, as would be expected, that 
unifies each symbolic form, distinguishes each from the others, 
3Ernst Cassirer, Rousseau Kant Goethe, trans. James Gutman, 
Paul Oscar Kristeller and John Herman Randall (Prin~tont 1945), 
p. 22. 
40t • Sidney, p. 486. 
5Quoted ~.t p. 491. 
6Cassirer, Ess!l 2a !!S. p. 93. 
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and yet serves--as the thread running through all-to make ~ll of 
culture somehow one. 
Man differs from the animals, according to Caasirar, because 
roan's responses to stimuli a.re "interrupted and retarded by a 
slow and complicated process of thought·· 7 which is made outwardly 
manifest by symbols.8 Man has, as it were, set up a screen be-
tween himself and th.e world. "No longer can man confront reality 
immedia te ly; he cannot see itt as it were t face to face. JI9 
Now, the individual symbolic torms "are organs of reality. 
Elince it is solely by their agency that anything real becomes an 
object tor intellectual apprehension_"lO 1~ey are not copies of 
reality. Cassirer need not lean on Kant in making this assertion 
By virtue ot the tact that he claims each form of knowledge is 
valid in its own right and that none of them has a privileged 
status, he cannot recognize one of them as a copy of reality w1th~ 
out destroying the validity of the others. 
Besides, he asserts that he is interested in the function ot 
the various torms and not in their oontent. By ignoring content 
he is ignoring that aspect of the symbol which connects it with 
reality. A photograph and a. Rouault ma.y both be visual repre-
?~ .. p. 45. 
8Ct • supra, pp. 31-40. 
9Cassirer, Essa;s;; .2.!¥!!!!' p. 45. 
10Cassirer, Languase ~ MYth, p. 8. 
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sentations of the same reality, the same content; but the one dit~ 
fers from the other in fUllction. 1.e., in node of representation. 
Thus, according to their functions slone, the gymbols are organs 
o! reality. All of them, then, symbolize reality; yet each has 
"its individual assignments,,,ll nan original way and tendency of 
expression,,,l2 which is found in its "spontaneous law of genera.-
tion. nl3 
E,:ach law of generation is proper to one symbolic form. Can 
it be further s;aid that one symbolic form causes the generation 
of a law of another symbolic form? Is this chain of generation 
!perhaps the unj.ty that binds all the form.s together? This solu-
!tion is indicated by 0&'s8irer l 8 view of' the nature of symbol. He 
ponsiders man's mediate oognition of reality "8. questionable 
Bainul4 over the animal's iWuediate response to reality, or "a 
~eterlQration of human nature to exceed the boundaries ot organio 
~ite."15 According to Caseirer. man 1£ forced by his symbolic 
~ystem to live, ,not in (.ti~ot contact with the world, but "in the 
~idst ot imagillary emotions, in hopes and tears, in illusions and 
llJ;bid. , p. 9. 
12.!.E1!!. t p. 8. 
13!lli. 




disillusions, in his fantasies and dreams. nl6 
How better, therefore, than to define culture itself "as the 
process of man's progressive self-liberation."l? The function of 
each new cultural development, then, is a step closer to man's 
ultimate liberation. But it is not a liberation from the symbol 
to a direct awareness of the world. It is, rather, the symbol's 
liberation from the world through man's "power to build up a 
world of his own, an 'ideal' world,nl8 that man is freed from the 
imaginary emotiOns, hopes, fears, etc., that plague the more 
primitive attempts of man in creating a culture through a sym-
bolic form. 
fhis progressive self-liberation is not a hypothesis in Cas-
sirerts philosophy. It is a trend that he finds in the historica 
development of oulture through a functional study of the various 
symbolic forms. It is not a conjecture that determines his meth-
odology but a fruit of the application of that methodology. 
Whether or not it is a complete and accurate pioture is a matter 
to be determined by experts in the various fields, and this 
thesis makes no pretenoe of such an evaluation. But to the ex-
~ent that method may be separated from philosophy, Cassirer's 
disoussion of the historical development of culture illustrates 
l6Ib1d • 
l7Ibid., p. 286. 
18~. 
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the application or his approach to the data or empirical science 
that he works with. 
Basically, there are two phases or aspects to this function-
al study. The symbol functionally united in an individual sym-
bolic form is coextensive with the objective aspect of the func-
tion; subjectively conSidered, the funotion unifies the various 
forms in their dialectical evolvement. 
Objectively considered, "for Caasirer a symbol is an expres-
sion whioh reters back to an intUited, universal meaning. n19 The 
symbol is thus an instrument which when communicated among those 
who share a common cultural perspective will engender in others 
the universal meaning one wishes to communioate. The symbol 
within a given torm could serve as such a means of communication 
because of the unified context of which it was an element. The 
context was unified in that a given symbolic form which served as 
the context had one function and only. one function, viz.", to give 
some creative expression to a definite type of psychological re-
action to the external world.20 In thus correlating the histor-
ically-evolved cultural categories with the ego, Oassirer succeeds 
in "binding together man and the symbolic world of his creation."'l 
19BidneYt p. 511. The terms ·objective" and "subjective" ar!t 
Bidney·s. Cassirer never explicitely differentiates between the 
two aspects of the unifying function. 
20~., p. 506. 
21 Ibid 
--, p. 542. 
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And because of this capacity for creating symbols as a means of 
communicating his subjective self, "man may be said to be a sym-
bol-making or ~ymbolizin5 animal. n22 
But Cassirer defines man as an animal ~l!bolicum or szmbol-
!.!!! animal.23 according to the subjective aspect of function, 
which unifies the whole of human culture under the aspect of man'~ 
functioning through culture. In so far as the symbol is an ex-
pression of a psychological reaction to the outside world that 
is commo~ to a group sharing a cultural perspective, it is just 
an organ ot communication, pointing to the external world. But 
in so far as this expression proceeds from humanity, it is an 
organ of thought, an objectification of the spirit, "a refl.ctio~ 
of human psycho-biological impulses and interests."24 And as 
such it pOints to mankind in a given stage of cultural evolution 
and to all of culture's "common end or function in making for 
progre,ssive objectification of the human spirit and for "sel£-
liberation.,,25 This subjective aspect of symbol acoounts for 
Cassirerts placing man in a symbolic universe and stating that 
man "is in a sense constantly conversing with himselfn26 by means 
22Ibi4.t p_ 505. 
23Cassirer, Essy im!!at p. 44. 
24Bidne~t p. 512. 
25Ibid•• p. 542. 
26oassirer, Ess!l 2e MaS_ p. 43. 
I 
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of symbols. Thus, "man is said to be an 'animal s~mbolicum' or 
symbolized animal, since man does not know himself directly but 
only through the cultural symbols which humanity has created his-
torically.n27 
In summary, then, there are "tor Cassirer, two sources of 
unity of function in human culture, namely, psychological or ge-
netic unity of motive for each cultural discipline, and teleolog-
ieal unity of function in achieving a common harmony for • • • 
the culture of human! ty as a whole ••• 28 How this works out in 
practice remains to be indicated more specifioally. 
A symbolic form may have any one of three different funotion~. 
These three are: (l) the expressive or emotive function; (2) the 
representative or intuitional; (3) the theoretioal or eonceptual. g9 
Myth, according to Cassirer, is an example of the first; language~ 
of the second; and science, of the ~hird. A consideration of 
these three is sufficient to illustrate Cassirer's unity of func-
tion, though Cassirer does recognize others, e.g., art, history, 
religion. 
2?Bidney, p. 505. 
28Ibid• t p. 542. 
29Cassirer ha. no hard and fast usage in the terms differen-
tiating these three functions. The terms given here seem to be 
the ones used most frequently in The PbilOSO~ of S~bOliC Forms. 
volume III. They are, moreover, In!icative thimee ves of the 
functions they designate. Hamburg (pp. 113-114) oites terms whic~ 
differ slightly from those given above. This disorepancy is due 
to the fact that Cassirer in no one place lists the functions. 
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Language, however, is not completely separable from myth and 
science. MYth and science in its early formation use language as 
~ medium. But it is precisely this overlapping that enables Cas-
~irer to posit a teleological unity through genetic development. 
~guage. before it achieves its own autonomy through its proper 
Punetion of representation, is mythic. And the first stages ot 
~cience are representational through language rather than purely 
~onceptual. 
In its proper form, myth has the function of pure expression, 
~.e •• it gives expression to the totality of a here-and-now state 
pf eonsciousness.3J It expresses, therefore, not just the objee-
~ive, but also the emotive response to the objective. As Cassirex 
puts it, "it is never directed exclusively toward the ·what· of 
~he object, but encompasses the mode of its total man1festation--
~he character of the luring or the menaCing, the familiar or the 
~eanny, the soothing or trightening.~31 " ~s emotive oharacter 
of the consciousness is not something over and above conscious-
~ess of the object; it is not deduced or inferred from the object.;2 
~hie consciousness is a totality; thus the thing "is in itself 
~loomy or joyful, agitating or soothing, pacifying of terrifYingn3 ; 
30CasSirer, Philosopgy 2! Symbolic Forms, lIlt 69. 
3lIbid •• p. 67. 
32Ibid • t p. 68. 
3;~. t p. 72. 
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in the very moment of its confronting the person. 
Moreover, myth is whollZ expressive of the here and now 
given; it is never representational. 34 Since the symbol expresse~ 
the totality of the consciousness. if in the next confrontation 
with the thing there is a different emotive character to the 
state of consciousness, a new symbol will have to be employed. 
"Reality--corporeal or psychic--has not yet become stabilized but 
preserves a peculiar fluidity.,n35 So. in myth. there are not 
yet "things" but only states of consciousness. 
Eventually, however, "instead of giving himself wholly to 
the aotuality. the simple presence of the sensuous content, man 
succeeds in taking it as representative of anotherH36 sensuous 
content. Man has become aware of the representative function of 
the symbol. The objects, as it were, stand out as apart from the 
emotive character of consciousness, recede "into the distance: 
into a distance where they can be 'laoked at,' 'intuited'~' in 
~hich they can be actualized in their spatial outlines and inde-
pendent qualitative determinations."3? 
What has happened is that man has taken the symbol for one 
sensory consciousness, recognized it as a symbol, and applied it 
34 Ibid. ') p. 68. 
35illA• , p. 71. 
36Ibid • , p. 112. 
3?Ibid. , p. 113. 
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to many other sensory consciousnesses. Again, Cassirer cites the 
case of Relen Keller as an illustration.38 In the flow' of con-
sciousness,.permanent and stable content are seized upon.39 Then 
"oertain favored pOints are gradually singled out, and around 
them the other members group themselves. H40 uThus, tor example, 
not only can the most diverse color phenomena with all the vari-
ety of tonality, brightness, etc., that they disclose be taken as 
instances of red, green, etc., but 'red' and • green· themselves 
appear in turn as special instances, as representatives of 
'color pure and simple.,n41 
With language, then, humanity has taken a step forward in 
facilitating conscious life. Representational symbols "enable 
~s to communicate our thoughts and to coordinate our practical 
jactivities,,42 more easily. Language, furthermore, furnishes the 
~irst stage of science, the natural history stage. SCience is 
ihere concerned with apprehending; its·· concepts are concepts by 
~uoting F, S. C. Northrop, Cassirer defines this type of concept 
~s "one the complete meaning of which is given by something immed· 
38Ibid• , p. 112. Ct. SURra, pp. 37-39. 
39Ibid • , p. 115. 
40Ib1d • , p. 116. 
41Ibid • , 
-
p. 115. 














iately apprehended. n43 This stage of scientific activity gathers 
facts; it "contents itself with simply translating into its own 
language what is given in perception or intuition. ft44 In its 
symbols it merely represents what consciousness sees, limiting 
its function to simply surveying the world of objects and reflec-
ting the order in the world of' Objects.45 
But can science content itself with merely ~flecting order 
as given? Are the representational symbols of language a suffi-
cient instrument for science? Oass!~rer replies in:. the negative. 
Language describes detached and isolated observable facts; it is 
limited to immediate experience. And no extension, enlargement, 
or enrichment of experience will giv~ a total picture, a compre-
hensive view of the order of things'. 46, 
It is precisely the tot,l picture ~f reality that science 
seeks. And "total" tor Cassirer signifies not merely extensive 
completeness of data but " al$o syste.~t1'a.ation. 47 Now representa-
tional language cannot furnish fit sysltem be.cause it lacks in i t-
self true systematiiCi'ordeJ;. The language symbol has as its pri-
)'. ,r 
mary function to ;represent; only secoMarily--ln so far as the 
43 
. ~id.t p. 273. 
440~ssirer. i!BiloerO~~!,~ ~m.bO!ic For!!, III, 282. 
45~. t p. 284., 
460asslrer, E§sa~,//.2P..~. p. 263. 
4?J;bid. t p. 266,/ 
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things represented are seen to possess order--does it unify. Sci. 
ence requires a symbol whose primary function is to symbolize and 
which represents only secondarily. Thus, the symbols of science 
must themselves possess a systematic order; and the only symbol-
ism that is intrinSically ordered is number. 
Cassirer terms the scientific symbol--the number--a pure 
symbol.48rn itself, number has no objective meaning, no reference 
to an object. It has no meaning or its own. "Its meaning is de-
fined by the position it occupies in the Whole numerical system.ft~9 
It is not a response to "the ready-made configurajions • • • from 
the world of intuition."50 It is a pure creation. "For what we 
have here are no longer detached words but terms that proceed ac-
cording to one and the same fundamental plan and that, therefore, 
show us a clear and definite structural law. n51 
The scientific consciousness, therefore, looks away from re-
ality.52 "No theory • • • is possible unless pure thought de-
taches itself from the matrix of intuition, unless it progresses 
to structures which are fundamentally unintuitive in nature."53 
48Ibidt, p. 270. 
49Ibigt, p. 267. 
50Cassirer, PhilosoEhy 2! SymboliC ~ormst III, 285. 
5lCassirer, Essay 2a!!s, p. 267. 
52cassirer, PhilosopRt 2! Szmbolic Forms, lIlt 283. 





The symbols "are not imposed upon thought by objects, but must be 
created by independent activities or thought."~ 
But the purpose of science--as of all conscious activity--is 
~o achieve a "desired closeness to reality."55 It cannot, there-
fore, "remain in the vacuum of sheer abstract thinking. n56 The 
~reated rule of determination that is the number system "must be 
~ontirmed in the intuitive sphere. n57 The number is not a being, 
~ot a fact; nit is a re&~lative maxim tor our observation and 
~lassificat1on of natural phenemena. n58 And, thus, the "SCientist 
~annot achieve his end without strict obedience to the facts of 
~a ture. It 59 
And so, the scientist closes his eyes to reality and creates 
n pure thought a symbol system whose only determinant 1s order. 
a then returns to reality and is able to grasp the systematiza-
ion of reality in so far as reality correlates with the created 
ystematization. And in this way has "man achieved "the summit and 
onsummation of all our human activities.,,60 
54 Ibid. t p. 284. 
55Ibid., p. 283. 
56~., p. 285. 
57Ibid• t p. 282. 
58Cassirer, EssN .2!l !!a, p. 264. 
59Ibid• t p. 278. 







These, in summary, are the unities Cassirer claims to find 
n human culture. The symbols ot myth ex~ress; the symbols ot 
anguage represent; the symbols of science systematizt. But hu-
anity also progresses toward a purer and purer symbolism. Myth 
s bound up with the subjectts emotive state; language breaks 
way trom its subject; science abandons even the object in the 
ormation of its symbols. 
< 
Each symbolic form possesses its unique psychological activ-
ty, motive, function. But the development from one form to an-
ther mani!est~ a progressive movement toward a pure symbol, one 
reed from all relation to reality. Each symbolic torm is made 









To evaluate Oassirer's contributions to learning through his 
philosophy of symbolic forms--both as an all-embracing theory and 
as a specifio method tor approaching the various cultural disci-
plines--and to do this properly and adequately would be an enor-
mous task. Detainled criticism by any but specialists in the 
various fields Cassirer handles 1s "difficult if not impossible" 
because his treatments are distinguished "by the union of wide 
erudition and penetrating philosophical insight. Hl Any conclus-
ions, therefore, must be tentative ones. "If Plato found it hard 
to distinguish between a sophist and a philosopher when he met 
one t we need perhaps not be ashamed i,t we require a Ii tt'1,e more 
tim. and space to arrive at a full view ••• of Ernst Cassirer.s 
hilosophical thought. n2 
This thesis, however, has not pretended to be anything more 
han an elucidation of Cassirer's methodology and, where neeessa 
o clarify the method, an illustration of Cassirer's basic though • 
IJ. H. MUirhead, "Review: Ernst Cassirer, The Philosophl ot 
lp.J;ishtenment," in ~ (London). XLII (193;;; ~;o. -





What can be said about Oassirer's method considered apart trom hi 
doctrine is the only topic that this paper may validly discuss. 
But how tar may method be analysed apart from dootrine? 
First of all, the ti.melinees of the approach may be discuss-
ed. That the symbol as a cultural entity needs to be studied and 
the fin~ings of euch a study incorporated even into scholastic 
thought is an assertion found in present day writings. Father 
Walter Ong, S.J., refers to the urgency of Oatholic theology's 
analysing symbolic valence and assimilating this study. And he 
notes "the great progress made in the past few decades in the slu 
cidation ot the architypal symbolism on which human consoious ac-
tivity bu1lds. n3 
Next, the bearing of Oassirer's thought on the specific oul~ 
tural disciplines may be observed. Gaging this impact by the com 
ments of experts in each field, Cassirer's contributions appear 
to have proven fruitful. Oassirerts .approaoh .0 science', for ex-
ample. shows "power and produetivity_nlf. With regard to the phil-
osophy of science, "One feels that the d!sagr4ements ~mong phllos 
~phere.; .need not perSist unabated ... 5 His theory of art 1s also 
3Walter J. Ong, S.J., "St. Ignatius· Prison-Cage and the 
istentialist Situation," in Theolo~ieal Studies, XV (March, 
1954). 40. 
4 Lewin, p. 272. 











satisfactory.6 In linguistics he oommands our admiration.? And 
there is no doubt of his contribution to mythology.8 
And lastly, the method may be presented and discussed in it-
self in the hope that further studies of Cassirer will not mis-
understand Cassirer especially by reading into him a position 
that is specifically eliminated by Cassirer because of the limlte~ 
nature of his method. Presentation of Cassirer's method has been 
the only aim of this thesis. So, in conclusion, this thesis will 
merely assert what Cassirer'a method is not and then will poae a 
problem uy way ot illustrating areas that are beyond Cassirerts 
avowed method. 
In what sense, it may be asked, is Cassirer a disoiple ot 
Kant? Kant, of course, was a starting point, a frame of refer-
ence that proved suggestive of m.any possibilities. "Whenever he 
(OassirerJ started from any goal he went back to the philosophy 
ot Kant as a base from which to prOQsed. tt9 But Caasirer "is surE-
ly not to be interpreted as a neo-Kantian in any limited sense. nlO 
6Katharlne Gilbert, ·Cassirer's Placement of Art," in the 
PhilosoRh;i of Ernst Cassirer, ed. Paul Arthur Schilpp (Evanston, 
I949), p. 6~. 
?Urban, p. 403. 
8Mantagu, pp. 3?6-377. 
9Charles W. Rendel, "Introduction," to Ernst Cassirer, ~ 
PhilosoP~I g! Sl!bol1e Forms, I, 1-2. 
10Gutman, It. 446. 
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Though h1s viewpoint derives historically from Kant, it "lacks 
the fatal rigidity of the latter's system_ Hll The "narrow apri-
orism" of Kant is lacking in Cassirer. l2 In fact, it is claimed 
that Cassirer accomplished so much so solid and enduring worth 
"rather in spite of misleading associations and entanglements 
(with KantJ than because of any positive guidance accruing trom 
such a souroe."13 
Unqualifiedly identifying Cassirer with Kant, therefore, 
would be ratal. F~st of all. Kant must be understood as Cassir-
er understood him. Then, Kant must be ignored in so tar as Cas-
sirer ignored him. In short. Cassirer's thought should be under-
stood by itself and not crammed into a predeterm~ed category. 
One philosopher regards Cassirer with "the gratitude which 
we owe to a great scholar." But he has "grave misgivings" on the 
validity of Cassirer's principles. "An unshakeable conviction," 
he states, "underlies all our thinking. in every-day lite, in 
science, and in philosopAy. We know we are placed amidst a 
~orld ot real things--things not made by man. And we know that 
we respond to the challenge of this real world by what we do and 
llW11l1am Ourtis Swabey and Marie Collins Swabey, "Transla-
tors' Preface," to Ernst Cassirer, @ubstance ~ Function, p. v. 
12E• Nagel, "Review: Oassirer t The Problem of Knowledse," in Journal 2! Ph1losoppz (New York), XLvIiI (l95I), I48. 
l3Smart. p. 267. 
, 
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make. u14 Now, does Oassirer deny this "unshakeable conviction"? 
Such was the charge also of his examiners at the University of 
Berlin. And his response on that occasion was an emphatic 
denial. l5 
Perhaps, however, Cassirer's system cannot avoid denying the 
existence of extra-mental reality. It would seem that in his 
philosophy "the understanding makes nature,tt l6 to use Kant's 
phrase. Indeed, at times Oassirerts manner of speaking gives 
this impression. But what does he mean by such words? 
This question cannot be fully discussed in a methodologioal 
study. But the question must be understood in terms of Oassirer' 
method before a valid answer can be given. "Understanding" 1s 
not a faculty in man for Cassirer; nor is "nature" being. Cas-
sirer's study has been limited to symbols and further limited to 
not what we see through a symbolie ~erspective but to the per-
spective itself .17 And perspectivea,.· viewpOints, frames" ot ref-
erence are not beings. 
Philosophers have pointed out that Cassirer is too wrapped 
l4Helmut Kuhn, "Review: Cassirer, An E~S~Y ~ !!!," in Jour-
!!!.l .2! PhilosoRh:r ~New York), XLII (194;;, O. 
15Gawronsky, "Cassirer, His Lite and Ris Work," pp. 16-17. 
16Hendel, p. 9. 





in analysts and too little concerned with speculation.18 Oassir-
\ 
er's approach is lacking in precisely thoBe elements that would 
determine the theory to either a pro- or an anti-metaphysical 
posit1o:n; he is rather a-metaphysical. He ignores substance and 
content and..s.fi}eks UDi ty in terms of function and form. 
Such a question, then, as to whether the function is in man 
or in things would determine whether Oassirer is an idealist or 
a realist. But the q.uestionitselt has no place in Cassirer's 
thought. It is the perspective itself that is unified; not the 
object seen through the perspective nor the man who does the see-
ing, 
But culture does involve a nsea-erlt and a "seen tl • And their 
entity. in so far as it is independent of the perspective, does 
not concern Cassirer. Should it? Do they pose a problem that 
Cassir.er should ,have been concerned with and was not? The rise 
of Hitler in Germ&ny and the Nazi myth was a personal problem to 
Caesirer the Jew; but could Cassirer the philosopher explain this 
~roblem in terms of his philosophy? 
Caasirer was interested only in the fict of a cultural pheno-
menon. of a cultural perspective. The question arises: is tacti-
city truth? If it is not. then Cassirer's philosophy must be 
l80r • A. J. McNicholl. D.P., uReview: The Philoso§~ of 
~rnst Cassirer," in Thomist (Washington), Xnl<1;2), 6.; ~rand 
~:3lancharat "Iieview: C'assire'r An ~ssDi on Man. rt in Philosophical 
Review (New York), LIV (1945),-;1; orOthYEmmet, finevIew: 
pass1rer. The Problem of Knowledge." in Philosophical Quarterll 






supplemented by one which seeks truth, by one which goes beyond 
function to substance by studying content as well as form. 
The mythic perspective as a cultural phenomenan is a fact; 
is it true? Is it a valid norm for action? In 1933, Oassirer 
"knew that there was nothing for him to do in the -new' Germany, 
and he decided to emigrate_ M19 Some time later he devoted a book 
to the study of political myth so that we may understand the ad-
versary and know how to fight him.20 In this volume he refers to 
the "darkness" of myth and its threat to mankind. 21 
It would seem then that even Oassirer recognized the fact 
that tact is not truth. But where is the norm whereby to distin-
guish fact that 1s true from fact that is false? Or better, how 
can we distinguish tact from the artifact of culture? These are 
questions that seem to go beyond a mere study of functional per-
spectives, 
.. This thesis cannot but conclude that Oassirer has made a 
signal contribution to philosophy, but a contribution that leaves 
many questions unanswered. What direction Oassirer's thought 
would have taken in answering these questions remains forever 
hidden. But one wonders what insights might come if the philos-
ophy of symbolic forms were to be completed by the ~h~losophia 
perennis. 
19Gawronsky, "Oassirer. His Life and Bis Work," p. 28. 
20Ernst Cassirer. lfIhe lIhth of :the State (Garden City, 1955), 
p. 373. =.:::. ~ -
21n...t~ _ z,.,c;, 
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